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Summary
This thesis focuses on the problem of functorial homotopy decompositions of iterated
loop suspensions which is complicated and little is known. It is well known that the
functorial homotopy decomposition problem of the single loop suspension is easier
and has developed a lot. Motivated by the ideas developed in functorial homotopy
decompositions of single loop suspensions, this thesis aims to discuss some aspects
of functorial homotopy decompositions of iterated loop suspensions. The thesis
consists of four parts, which are summarized below.
The rst part aims to introduce some basic ideas of functorial homotopy de-
compositions of single loop suspensions, especially the concepts related to natural
algebraic decompositions of a tensor algebra. The homology of iterated loop sus-
pensions and two versions of Snaith splittings are also incorporated.
The second part analyzes the realizations of coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebras
and uses them to construct a collection of functorial homotopy retracts of iterated
loop suspensions. The homology of such functorial retracts are also computed.
The third part studies the Snaith splittings of the functorial homotopy retracts
ix
x Summary
constructed in the second part. We compare these Snaith splittings with Snaith
splittings of 
n+1n+1X. For the splitting factors of 
n+1n+1X, some functorial
retracts up to certain suspensions are found.
The fourth part gives examples to illustrate the Snaith splittings of the con-
structed functorial homotopy retracts. We compute the homology of the factor
DpX over Z=p when p = 5. The Steenrod module structures over Z=p are also
calculated. For a general odd prime p, we analyze modules related to the set of




The functorial homotopy decomposition problem of the loop suspension functor 

was rst introduced by P. Selick and J. Wu in [19]. The general aim is to nd some
functors A and B over a category of topological spaces, such that for each X in this
category,

X ' A(X) B(X):
In [19], P. Selick and J. Wu showed that for a p-torsion suspension X, any natural
coalgebra decomposition of tensor algebra T (V ) can induce a functorial homotopy
decomposition of 
X. In the later development in [17, 18, 25, 20], the problem
was generalized to functorial homotopy decomposition of loop functor 
 over co-H-
spaces. In [18], it showed that for a p-local simply connected co-H-space of nite
type, any natural coalgebra decomposition of T (V ) implies a functorial homotopy
decomposition of the loop functor 
.
The general idea for such questions is as follows. Let k = Z=p, V be an ungraded
k-module. From a natural coalgebra decomposition
T (V ) = A(V )
B(V );
1
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we construct a natural coalgebra transformation
T (V )! A(V )! T (V ):
Then from the discussion of Cohen groups (see [1, 2] for detail), we can nd some
map f : 
X ! 
X such that f is closely related to the above natural coalgebra






X  ! hocolimf 
X  hocolimid f 
X:
The idea above works well for the functorial homotopy decompositions of loop
functor 
 over a p-local simply connected co-H-space of nite type. It is natural to
propose the question below.
Can the ideas above be applied to 
n+1, 
n+1n+1?
Be more precise, we have:
(1) Cohen group for 
n+1n+1. The main aim of Cohen groups is to solve
some geometric realization problems (for example,see [19], Theorem 1.3). The
general idea for Cohen group is that construct a group homomorphism from
the free group of n letters Fn to the group [
X;
X], then try to discuss
proper quotient of Fn. Hence if we want to generalize Cohen group, we also




The homomorphisms should at least contain some important class of self maps
of 
n+1n+1X. The little cubes operad (see Section 2.2) seems to be a good
tool to construct such group homomorphisms. There are some discussions
3about this for 
22 in [29].





then A(X) is a functorial homotopy retract of 






We can see that 
nA(nX) is a functorial homotopy retract of 
n+1n+1X.
For each natural coalgebra retract of T (V ), we have the related functorial
homotopy retract of 
n+1n+1X in this way. Compute the homology of them
and characterize functorial homotopy retracts of this type (constructed from




nAmin(nX) be decomposed functorially further? In
other words, whether this functorial homotopy retract is a minimal homotopy
retract of 
n+1n+1X or not. Note that Amin(X) is a minimal functorial
retract of 
X.
In this thesis, we consider the functorial homotopy retracts related to the natural
coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra and compute the homology of them. Our main
results are summarized below.
Theorem 1.1. Let B(V u) be a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V u)
and Q(V u) be the set of indecomposable elements of B(V u). If X is a 1-conneted
p-local suspension of nite type, then there are spaces Q(X) and  nQnX with
properties:
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(1) 
Q(X) is a functorial retract of 




is a loop map.
(2) 










(3) Let V = H(X), then H(Q(X)) = Q(V ), H(
Q(X)) = B(V ), and
H( nQnX) = s nQ(snV ).
We also consider the Snaith splittings of such new constructed functorial retracts.
They are compared to the Snaith splittings of iterated loop suspensions. When the
natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra is T (Lmaxm (V )), we nd some functorial
retracts.
Theorem 1.2. There is an integer t such that tDj(
-nLmaxm 
n X) is a functorial
homotopy retract of tDjm(X).
1.1 Organization of this thesis
This thesis is organized as follows.
Chapter 2. First, we review basic properties and constructions of natural coalgebra
retracts of T (V ). Various examples of natural coalgebra retracts and natural coal-
gebra decompositions of T (V ) are provided. In particular, we discuss the properties
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of natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebras of T (V ). Next, we review the structure
of 
n+1n+1X, which has two parts. In the rst part, we recall the little cube op-
erad and give May's approximation theorem. In the second part, we list the results
related to the homology of 
n+1n+1X. Finally, we give the Snaith splitting of

n+1n+1X, and also some the unstable results related to this splitting.
Chapter 3. We construct functorial homotopy retracts of 
n+1n+1X from nat-
ural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebras of tensor algebra, and discuss the homology
of them.
Chapter 4. We consider the Snaith splittings of the functorial homotopy re-
tracts constructed in Chapter 2 and compare them with the Snaith splittings of

n+1n+1X. In such a process, some further decompositions of the Snaith splitting
are found.
Chapter 5. We give examples to illustrate the further decompositions of Snaith
splitting construed in Chapter 3. The homology of such decomposition is concerned.
1.2 Notations and conventions
Let k = Z=p, we use V to denote either a graded k-module or an ungraded k-module.
snV is used to denote a graded module with all elements of V but the degree is raised
by n (n 2 Z). V u is used to denote an ungraded k-module. We use the convention
that an ungraded k-module V u can be seen as a graded k-module by assigning degree
2 to all elements of V u.
For a graded k-module V , let T (V ) be the tensor algebra generated by V .
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where V 
0 = k. Let Tn(V ) = V 
n. A Hopf algebra structure can be given over
T (V ) by letting V to be primitive. Assume that there is a Hopf algebra structure
over T (V ), by forgetting some algebraic structure, we have three functors.
TH : from k-modules to Hopf algebras;
TC : from k-modules to k-coalgebras;
TM : from k-modules to k-modules:
If there is no confusion, we use the functor T to refer to one of these three functors
TH ; TC ; TM .
Let n be the symmetric group on n letters. There is a right action of n on
(V u)
n. We call it the position action. Let  2 n; v1 
 v2 
    
 vn 2 (V u)
n.
We dene the action as follows:
(v1 
 v2 
    
 vn)   = v(1) 
 v(2) 
    
 v(n):
It can be changed to a left action by using the inverse.
  (v1 
 v2 
    
 vn) = (v1 
 v2 
    
 vn)   1:
Let n 2 k(n) be dened as
Tn(V )! Tn(V ); v1 
    
 vn 7! [   [[v1; v2]; v3]    ; vn]:
When V is a graded k-module, n can also act on V

n by the graded position
action. Let (i; j) 2 n and v1 
 v2 
    
 vn 2 V 
n. There is a unique action of
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n induced by
(   
 vi 
    
 vj 
    )  (i; j) = ( 1)jvijjvj j(   
 vj 
    
 vi 
    ):
This can also be changed to a left action.
  (v1 
 v2 
    
 vn) = (v1 
 v2 
    
 vn)   1:
Let C and D be two categories and A;B : C ! D be two functors from C to D.
A is called a subfunctor of B if there is a natural transformation  : A! B such
that
(X) : A(X)! B(X)
is a monomorphism for each object X in C. Similarly, if we require (X) to be an
epimorphism for each X, then B is called a quotient functor of A. Recall that
T is used to denote one of TM , TC or TH . For convenience, a subfunctor(quotient
functor) of TH is called a sub-Hopf functor (quotient Hopf functor) of T . Sim-
ilarly, we have sub coalgebra functor (quotient coalgebra functor) of T and
submodule functor (quotient module functor)of T . A graded subfunctor
(graded quotient functor) of T refers to a subfunctor of TM ; TC ; TH as func-
tors from modules to graded modules, graded coalgebras or graded Hopf algebras,
respectively.
Fix an ungraded k-module V u, dene a Lie bracket over a tensor algebra T (V u)
by
[x; y] = x
 y   y 
 x 8x; y 2 T (V ):
This gives T (V ) a Lie algebra structure. The free Lie algebra L(V u) is the sub
Lie algebra of T (V u) generated by V u (compare with Ln dened in page 39). Let
8 Chapter 1. Introduction
Ln(V






If we also consider the pth power of elements in L(V u) where p is the characteristic
of ground eld k, we have the free restricted Lie algebra Lres(V u) and the relation
Ln(V
u)  Lresn (V u)  Tn(V u):




2.1 Natural coalgebra retracts of tensor algebras
We rst introduce the concept of natural coalgebra retracts. This is one of the key
concept in the functorial homotopy decompositions of the loop suspension functor.
LetM(V ) be a functorial k-submodule of T (V ). In other words, M is a subfunc-
tor of T from k-modules to k-modules. Denote the natural inclusion by j : M(V )!
T (V ).
Denition 2.1. A coalgebra B(V ) is called a natural coalgebra retract of T (V )
over M(V ) if
(1) B is a functor from k-modules to k-coalgebras.
(2) There are natural transformations of coalgebras s : B(V ) ! T (V ) and r :
T (V )! B(V ) such that r  s = id : B(V )! B(V ).
(3) There are natural equivalences of k-modules s : M(V )!M(V ), r : M(V )!
M(V ) and a natural transformation of k-modules jB : M(V ) ! B(V ) such
9
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that the diagram













The natural transformation s : B(V )! T (V ) is called a coalgebra injection; and
the natural transformation r : T (V )! B(V ) is called a coalgebra retraction.
Remark 2.2. Here our denition is a little dierent from Denition 4.1 in [19]. In
the original denition, it is required that r = s = id. But in applications, we only
need r and s are natural equivalences.
We also dene natural transformations over M(V ).
Denition 2.3. A natural k-linear transformation fV : T (V ) ! T (V ) is called a
natural k-linear transformation over M(V ) if there is a natural equivalence of
k-modules fV : M(V )!M(V ) such that the diagram
T (V )








is commutative. If fV is also a coalgebra map or a Hopf algebra map, we call it
a natural coalgebra transformation over M(V ) or a natural Hopf algebra
transformation over M(V ) respectively.
Remark 2.4. The above two denitions in fact dene two functors. Consequently,
if the above denitions are satised, we say B is a natural coalgebra retract of T
over M , f : T ! T is a natural k-linear transformation of T over M .
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Let the functor ck from k-modules to k-modules be dened by ck(V ) = k. Obvi-
ously, ck is a submodule functor of T . A natural coalgebra retract over ck is called
a natural coalgebra retract briey. Natural transformations over ck are exactly self
natural k-linear transformations of the functor T .
Let a functor B be a natural coalgebra retract of T over M , together with a
coalgebra injection s : B ! T and a coalgebra retraction r : T ! B. We have a
natural coalgebra transformation
T
r ! B s ! T
over M .
2.1.1 Natural k-linear transformations and graded cases
A natural k-linear transformation fV : Tn(V ) ! Tn(V ) is closely related to the
position action of k(n). For the denitions of the position action and the graded
position action, see the introduction section. Here we have a general lemma.
Lemma 2.5 ([7], Lemma 3.8 ). Let R be a commutative ring with identity. Let
V : V

n ! V 
m be a functorial R-linear map for any free graded R-modules and
a1;    ; an be n homogeneous elements in V .
(1) If n = m, then
V (a1 
    
 an) = (a1 
    
 an)  (2nk); k 2 R;
where n is the symmetric group on n letters and n acts on V

n by the graded
position action.
(2) If n 6= m, then V = 0.
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Since an ungraded k-module can be seen as a graded k-module, this lemma is
also true for ungraded k-modules.
From this lemma, a subfunctor of T is a graded subfunctor and a quotient functor
of T is a graded quotient functor (Proposition 2.3, 2.4 in [9]). For instance, if B(V )
is a natural coalgebra retract of T (V ), then B is a subfunctor with a coalgebra
injection s : B ! T . Let






It is obvious now s is a graded map. The coalgebra retraction r : T ! B is a graded
map too. Consider the map
Tn(V )




pm ! Bm(V ) s ! Tm(V );
if n 6= m, it is the zero map.
This lemma also shows that if we have a natural k-linear transformation
fV u : T (V
u)! T (V u)
for any ungraded k-module V u, then we can extend it to a natural k-linear trans-
formation
fV : T (V )! T (V )
for any graded module V .
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Consider a natural k-linear transformation:
fV u : T (V
u)! T (V u):
From the former discussion, fV u is a graded map and can be decomposed into a
sequence of maps:
fnV u : Tn(V
u)! Tn(V u):
For each n, there is an element n 2 k(n), whose position action on Tn(V u) equals
fnV u . Thus for the map fV u , we have a set
fngn>0; n 2 k(n):
Using the position action, this set can induce the same map fV u .
On the other hand, for each n 2 k(n), it also acts on the graded module V 
n
by the graded position action. We have a k-linear map induced from such an action:
n : V

n ! V 
n:
Therefore the set fngn>0; n 2 k(n) induce a k-linear natural transformation:






Tn(V ) = T (V ):
It is easy to check that the above map is an extension of fV u . We use f
grade
V u to denote
this natural transformation and call the above extension a graded extension. It
has the following properties.
Proposition 2.6 ([19], Lemma 3.2 ). Let V u ; 
0
V u : T (V
u) ! T (V u) be natural
k-linear maps of ungraded tensor algebras. Denote their graded extensions by gradeV ,
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0 gradeV . Then
(1) gradeV : T (V )! T (V ) is a natural k-linear map of graded tensor algebras.
(2) If uV is a natural morphism of coalgebras, then 
grade
V is a natural morphism
of graded coalgebras.
(3) The convolution products (see page 18) are preserved. That is
(  0)gradeV = gradeV  0 gradeV :
(4) gradeV is trivial if and only if V u is trivial.
Let B(V u) be a natural coalgebra retract of T (V u) with natural transformations
of coalgebras s : B(V u) ! T (V u), r : T (V u) ! B(V u) such that r  s = id. From
our former discussion, r; s are graded, so we have a natural coalgebra transformation
s  r:
s  r : Tn(V u) r ! Bn(V u) s ! Tn(V u):
In addition, s  r is an idempotent. We have the isomorphisms
Bn(V
u) = colimsr Tn(V u) = Im(s  r):
Since s  r can be extended to a natural transformation (s  r)grade over graded
modules, we can dene





B(V ) is a natural coalgebra retract of T (V ) (see Proposition 2.8). This can be seen
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as an extension of the natural coalgebra retract B(V u).
The graded extension shows that if we want to discuss the natural coalgebra
retracts of T (V ), it is sucient to discuss the natural coalgebra retracts of T (V u)
over ungraded modules. In the later discussion of this chapter, we always assume
that V is an ungraded k-module.
2.1.2 General properties and special examples
In this section, we review the relation between natural coalgebra retracts and nat-
ural coalgebra transformations rst. After that, we give two general constructions
of natural coalgebra retracts. Finally, we list two important examples of natural
coalgebra retracts.
Given a natural coalgebra retract B with a coalgebra injection s : B ! T and a
coalgebra retraction r : T ! B. Then there is a natural coalgebra transformation
s  r, and a natural isomorphism of coalgebras,
B(V ) = Im(s  r) = colimsr T (V ):
Here the colimit is in the category of k-coalgebras. Conversely, for a given natural
coalgebra transformation f : T ! T , we can construct a natural coalgebra retract.
We need a lemma rst.
Lemma 2.7 ([19], Lemma 4.3 ). Let V : V

k ! V 
k be a natural transformation of
k-modules and nV be the n-fold self composition of V . Then there exists a positive
integer N >> 0, which is independent of V such that
(1) the functorial map
V : Im(
n
V ) Im(n+1V ) ,! Im(nV )
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is a functorial isomorphism for n > N .
(2) the canonical map
Im(nV )! colimV V 
k
is a functorial isomorphism for n > N .
Proof. From Lemma 2.5, there is a unique element  in the group ring k[k] such
that
V (a1 
    
 ak) = (a1 
    
 ak)  
for elements a1;    ; ak 2 V . Given a vector space V with a basis fx1;    ; xkg, 
acts on V 
k by the position action.
 : V

k ! V 
k
Let n be the n iterated composition of . Consider dim Im
n
 for n > 1, it is a
nonincreasing sequence of nonpositive intergers. Since V 
k is of nite dimensional,
we have that
9N; 8m;n > N; dim Imm = dim Imn:




) Im(n+1 ) ,! Im(n)
is an isomorphism for n > N .
Dene a k-linear map f : V ! V by f(xj) = aj for 1 6 j 6 k, where a1;    ; ak
2.1 Natural coalgebra retracts of tensor algebras 17
are arbitrary elements from V . From the commutative diagram
V 
k












it is easy to check that over V 
k, we also have
 : Im(
n
) Im(n+1 ) ,! Im(n)
is an isomorphism for n > N (prove the keneral of the above map is zero). This
nishes the proof of part (1), and part (2) is easy now.
From this lemma, if f : T ! T is a natural coalgebra transformation, the
k-module colimf T (V ) has a canonical inclusion to T (V ). It is in fact a natural
coalgebra retract.
Proposition 2.8 ([19],Theorem 4.5). Let M be a submodule functor of T and
fV : T (V )! T (V )
be a natural transformation of coalgebras over M(V ). Then colimfV T (V ) together
with the canonical retraction and inclusion forms a natural coalgebra retract of T (V )
over M(V ).
This can be seen as a general method to construct natural coalgebra retracts of
T (V ). If we already have a natural coalgebra retract of T (V ), it is also possible to
construct some new natural coalgebra retracts from it.
Recall a quasi Hopf algebra over k (see Denition 4.16 in [14])is a graded k-
module H together with morphisms of graded k-modules (tensor products are over
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k)
' : H 
H ! H;  : k! H
 : H ! H 
H; " : H ! k
such that
























































is commutative, where T : H
H ! H
H is dened by T (a
b) = ( 1)pqb
a
for a; b 2 H of degree p; q respectively,
(4) " = k: k! k.
It is easy to see that a quasi Hopf algebra H over k is a Hopf algebra if and only if
both ' and  are associative.
Let f g denote the convolution product of two linear morphisms f; g : C ! B
2.1 Natural coalgebra retracts of tensor algebras 19






where  is the coproduct of C and ' is the product of B.
Let C be a connected graded cocommutative coalgebra and let B be a con-
nected graded cocommutative and coassociative quasi-Hopf algebra. Dene the left
conjugation l : B ! B as follows:
(1) l : B0 ! B0 is the identity,
(2) l(x) =  x  l(x0)x00, when jxj > 0 and  (x) = 1
 x+ x
 1 + x0 
 x00.
It is easy to check that l : B ! B is a morphism of graded coalgebras and
l  id = B  "B:
If C is a coalgebra retract of B, then we have new coalgebra retracts from the
proposition below.
Proposition 2.9 ( [19], Lemma 5.2,5.3). Let p : B ! C, s : C ! B be morphisms
of connected graded cocommutative coalgebras such that
p  s = id : C ! C:
Suppose that B is a connected graded cocommutative quasi-Hopf algebra of nite
type.
(1) Let
 : B ! colim(spl)idB
20 Chapter 2. Preliminaries







is an isomorphism of graded coalgebras.
(2) Let A = kCB be the cotensor product where the C-comodule structure of B
is dened via the map p. In other words, we have























is an isomorphism of graded coalgebras.
Let B = T (V ), x a natural coalgebra retract C(V ) of T (V ). It is easy to
see that all the conditions in the above proposition are satised. Thus we have
colim(spl)id T (V ) and kCT (V ), which are new natural coalgebra retracts of
T (V ).
At last of this section, we review two special examples of natural coalgebra
retracts: Amin(V ) and Bmax(V ).
Let M be a submodule functor of T . Then there is a natural coalgebra retract
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of T (V ) over M(V ), denoted by Amin(V ;M). If M(V ) = V , then Amin(V ;M) is
denoted by Amin(V ).
Proposition 2.10 ( [19], Theorem 4.12 ). (1) Let fV : T (V )! T (V ) be any nat-
ural transformation of coalgebras over M(V ). Then the composition
Amin(V ;M)
s
Amin   ! T (V ) fV ! T (V ) rAmin   ! Amin(V ;M)
is a functorial isomorphism of coalgebras.
(2) Let B(V ) be a natural coalgebra retract of T (V ) over M(V ). Then Amin(V ;M)
is a natural coalgebra retract of B(V ) over M(V ).
Since this proposition, Amin(V ;M) is called the minimal natural coalgebra
retract of T (V ) over M(V ); Amin(V ) is called the minimal natural coalgebra
retract of T (V ) over V .
Bmax(V ) is constructed from Amin(V ). Let
Mn(V ) = nj=1Lresj (V )  T (V ):
Here Lres(V ) is to denote the free restricted Lie algebra generated by V . Note that





 T  ! T r ! Amin( ;M):
We can dene a k-linear map p : T (V )! Amin(V ;Mn) such that
(1) p : T0(V )! Amin0 (V ;Mn) is the identity.
(2) p(x1 
    
 xm) = (((x1  x2)  x3)     xm) for m > 1 and xj 2 V , where  is
the multiplication in Amin(V ;Mn).
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p is a functorial morphism of coalgebras and the composition
Amin(V ;Mn)
s
Amin   ! T (V ) p ! Amin(V ;Mn)
is a functorial isomorphism of coalgebras [19, p. 32].
Dene
Bmax(V ;Mn) = kAmin(V ;Mn)T (V );
where the Amin(V ;Mn)-comodule structure on T (V ) is dened by the map p. From
Proposition 2.9, we have Bmax(V ;Mn) is also a natural coalgebra retract of T (V ).
The following is the main properties of Bmax(V ;Mn).
Proposition 2.11 ([19], Proposition 6.1). (1) Bmax(V ;Mn) is a natural coalge-
bra retract of T (V )
(2) Bmax(V ;Mn) is a natural sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
(3) There is a functorial isomorphism of coalgebras
k
Bmax(V ;Mn)T (V ) = Amin(V ;Mn):
2.1.3 Lie(n) and k(n)-projective submodule
Given a natural coalgebra retract B(V ) of T (V ), there is a k(n)-projective module
related to it.
Let Vn be the n-dimensional k-module with a basis fx1;    ; xng. Dene linear
transformations
di : Vn ! Vn 1 (1 6 i 6 n)




xj if j < i;
0 if j = i;
xj 1 if j > i:
A left k(n)-action on Vn can be given by
  xi = x(i)
for 1 6 i 6 n and  2 n. It is easy to check that for each 1 6 i 6 n and  2 n,











Then we can dene maps
di : n ! n 1 (1 6 i 6 n)
by setting di() =  for 1 6 i 6 n and  2 n.
Let B be a functor from k-modules to k-modules. Then B( V ) is a left k(n)-




ker(B(di) : B( Vn)! B( Vn 1))
Use the diagram (2.1), it is easy to nd that n(B) is a k(n)-submodule of B( Vn).
Let
 : B ! C
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be a natural transformation of functors from k-modules to k-modules. Then it is
clear that  Vn induces a k(n)-map:
n() : n(B)! n(C):
Proposition 2.12 ([9], Proposition 2.5). Let
A 
 j // B
p // // C
be a short exact sequence of functors from k-modules to k-modules. Then there is a
short exact sequence of k(n)-modules:
n(A)
  n(j) // n(B)
n(p)// // n(C):
Thus, n( ) is an exact functor from the category of functors from k-modules to
k-modules to the category of k(n)-modules.
Example 2.13.





    
 x(n)
for  2 n. Observe that the left k(n)-action is given by
  xi1 
    
 xin = x(i1) 
    
 x(in)
for  2 n and xi1 
    
 xin 2 n. Hence
n = k(n)
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as a k(n)-module.
(2) If B is a submodule functor of Tn, then
n(B) = B( V ) \ n:
Especially, n(Ln) = Ln( V ) \ n. This k(n)-module is denoted by Lie(n).
Let M be a submodule functor of Tn, M is called Tn-projective if there are
natural transformations s : M ! Tn and r : Tn !M such that r s = id : M !M .
The Tn-projective subfunctors of Ln are 1-1 related to k(n)-projective sub-
module of Lie(n). Following from [19], there exist a subfunctor Lmaxn of Ln and a
submodule Liemax(n) of Lie(n) with properties:
Proposition 2.14 ([19],x6-x7). (1) Liemax(n) is a k(n)-projective submodule of
Lie(n), any k(n)-projective submodule of Lie(n) is a k(n)-retract of Lie
max(n).
(2) Lmaxn is a Tn-projective subfunctor of Ln, any Tn-projective subfunctor of Ln is
a functorial retract of Lmaxn .
(3) There exists an element maxn 2 k(n) such that:
(i) n  maxn  n  maxn = n  max,
where n is an element in k(n) dened in page 6.
(ii) Lmaxn (V )
= colimnmaxn V 
n,
Liemax(n) = colimnmaxn k(n).
(4) There is an isomorphism for any module V :
V 
n 
k(n) Liemax(n)! Lmaxn (V );
where k(n) acts on V

n by the position action.
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Liemax(n) is called the maximal projective k(n)-submodule of Lie(n).
2.1.4 Natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebras
A natural sub-Hopf algebra B(V ) of T (V ) is called coalgebra-split if the natural
inclusion jV : B(V )! T (V ) admits a natural coalgebra retraction, i.e., there exists
a natural coalgebra map rV : T (V )! B(V ) such that rV  jV = idB(V ).
A natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra is a natural coalgebra retract of tensor
algebra T (V ) with additional sub-Hopf algebra structure. Comparing to general
natural coalgebra retracts, the additional Hopf algebra structure can simplify the
algebraic structure. Let Q(V ) be the module of indecomposable elements of B(V ),
we have B(V ) is a tensor algebra.
Theorem 2.15 ([19],Theorem 8.8). Let B(V ) be a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf
algebra of T (V ). Then there is a functorial isomorphism of Hopf algebras
T (Q(V )) = B(V ):
Furthermore, B(V ) is generated by some elements in L(V ) \B(V ).
Remark 2.16. From the proof of Theorem 8.8 in [19], we also have the claim: Let p
be the canonical quotient map from B(V ) to Q(V ), there is a functorial cross-section
i : Q(V )! L(V ) \B(V ). In other word, the composition
Q(V )
i ! L(V ) \B(V ) p ! Q(V ):
is a natural isomorphism.
Remark 2.17. For a general natural coalgebra retract A(V ) of T (V ), we can dene
a quasi Hopf algebra structure over it. Denote the coalgebra injection by s : A(V )!
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T (V ) and the coalgebra retraction by r : T (V )! A(V ). Then we have the product
A(V )
 A(V ) s
s  ! T (V )
 T (V )  ! T (V ) r ! A(V );
where  is the product of T (V ). It is not dicult to check that this multiplica-
tion together with the original coalgebra map of A(V ) forms a quasi Hopf algebra.
Generally, this multiplication is not associative, so A(V ) is not a Hopf algebra.
From the theorem, we have natural maps kV : Q(V )! B(V ) and  V : B(V )!
Q(V ) such that  V  kV = idQ(V ):
kV :Q(V )! T (Q(V )) = B(V );
 V :B(V ) = T (Q(V ))! Q(V ):
Here the map  V is same with the canonical map p : B(V ) ! Q(V ), which maps
B(V ) to Q(V ) which is the module of indecomposable elements. kV is equal to the
map i in Remark 2.16.
Together with jV : B(V ) ! T (V ) and rV : T (V ) ! B(V ), we can dene maps
iV ; V between Q(V ) and T (V ) with V  iV = idQ(V ):
iV :Q(V )! T (Q(V )) = B(V ) jV ! T (V );
V :T (V )
rV ! B(V ) = T (Q(V ))! Q(V ):
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If B(V ) is a natural sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ), we can use Q(V ) to judge whether
it is coalgebra-split or not.
Theorem 2.18 ([9],Theorem 5.2). Let B(V ) be a natural sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) B(V ) is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
(2) There is a natural k-linear transformation r : T (V )! B(V ) such that rjB(V )is
the identity.
(3) Each Qn(V ) is naturally equivalent to a Tn-projective sub functor of Ln.
(4) Each Qn(V ) is a Tn-projective functor.
Example 2.19. (1) (Proposition 2.11) Bmax(V ;M) is a natural coalgebra-split
sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
(2) ([9] Theorem 1.1) Let fmigi2I be a nite or innite set of positive integers
prime to p with each mi > 1. Then the sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ) generated by
Lmipr(V ) for i 2 I; r > 0
is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
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2.2 Little cubes operads and homology of 
n+1n+1X
2.2.1 Operads and spaces associated to operads
In this section, we recall the denitions of operads and operad actions over spaces
rst, and then we consider the little cubes operad and its application to iterated
loop suspensions. All the concepts are following May [10].
Let U denote the category of compactly generated weakly Hausdor spaces (see
[24]) and continuous maps, and let T denote the category of compactly generated
weakly Hausdor spaces with non-degenerate base point and based maps. The
following discussions are restricted to these two categories.
Denition 2.20. An operad C consists of
(1) A sequence of spaces fC (j)gj>0 with C (j) 2 U and C (0) = ,
(2) A collection of continuous maps
 : C (k) C (j1)     C (jk)! C (j);
where k > 1; js > 0; j = js,
(3) An element 1 2 C (1),
(4) A right action of symmetric group j on C (j),
such that  is associative, unital and equivariant in the following sense:
(a)
((c; d1;    ; dk); e1;    ; ej) = (c; f1;    ; fs);
where fs = (ds; ej1++js 1+1;    ; ej1++js).
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(b) (1; c) = c = (c; 1k) for c 2 C (k), 1k = (1;    ; 1) 2 C (1)k.
(c)
(c; d1;    ; dk) = (c; d 1(1);    ; d 1(k))(j1;    ; jk);
(c; d11;    ; dkk) = (c; d1;    ; dk)(1      k);
where (j1;    ; jk) denotes the permutation of j letters which permutes the
k blocks of letters, and 1      k denotes the image of (1;    ; k) under
the canonical inclusion of j1      jk in j.
A morphism  : C ! C 0 of operads is a sequence of j-equivariant maps j :
C (j)! C 0(j) such that 1(1) = 1 and the diagram

















































where j = js, i = it, gs = j1 +   + js, and hs = igs 1+1 +   + igs .
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Remark 2.22. This denition is the topological operad, the algebraic operad over
k-modules can also be dened (see [8]).
An operad can act on a space. In fact, we have the following denition.
Denition 2.23. A C -space X is a space X 2 T with structure maps j : C (j)
Xj ! X such that
(1) the following diagram is commutative, where j = js:







C (k) C (j1)Xj1      C (jk)Xjk
1j1jk // C (k)Xk:
k
OO
(2) 1(1;x) = x for x 2 X.
(3) j(c; y) = j(c;y) for c 2 C (j), and y 2 Xj.
A morphism f : (X; fjg) ! (X 0; f0jg) of C -spaces is a map f : X ! X 0 in T
such that the diagram






C (j) (X 0)j 
0
j // X 0
is commutative. Given an operad C and a space X, we can construct a C -space
CX. Let i, si be dened as
i : C (j)! C (j   1); c 7! (c; ti);
si : X
j 1 ! Xj; (x1;    ; xj 1) 7! (x1;    ; xi; ; xi+1;    ; xj 1);
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where
ti = 1
i    1j 1 i 2 C (1)j  C (0) C (1)j 1 i:
CX is dened by the set
j`>0
C (j)Xj modulo the relations:
(1) (ic; y)  (c; siy) for c 2 C (j); 0 6 i < j, and y 2 Xj 1;
(2) (c; y)  (c; y) for c 2 C (j);  2 j, and y 2 Xj.
Let FkCX denote the image of
`k
j=0 C (j)Xj in CX with the quotient topology,
CX has the weak topology induced by the ltration FkCX. F0CX is a single point
and is taken as the basepoint of CX.
Let [c; y] denote the image of (c; y) in CX. The C -action  : C (j)(CX)j ! CX
on CX is dened by the formula:
(c; [d1; y1];    ; [dj; yj]) = [(c; d1;    ; dj); y1;    ; yj]:
It is easy to check all the conditions of C -actions are satised. CX has the following
properties:
Proposition 2.24 ([10], Proposition 2.6). Let C be an operad and let X 2 T .
Then
(1) (FjCX;Fj 1CX) is an NDR-pair ([23], Denition 6.2) for j > 1, and CX 2
T .
(2) Let C (j)+ be the disjoint union of C (j) and one point. Then FjCX=Fj 1CX
is homeomorphic to C (j)+ ^j X^j.
(3) C : T ! T is a homotopy and limit preserving functor.
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2.2.2 Little cubes operads and iterated loop spaces
Let I = [0; 1], a little n-cube is a linear embedding f with parallel axes, i.e., f =
f1   fn, where fi : I ! I; fi(t) = (yi xi)t+xi for some constant 0 6 xi < yi 6 1.
Let Jn denote the interior of In.
Let C n(0) be a point and for k > 1,
C n(j) = f(c1;    ; cj)jc1;    cj are little n-cubes ; ci(Jn) \ ck(Jn) = ?g:
C n(j) can be seen as a subset of the function space Map(
`j In; In), and then can
be given the subspace topology. The structure maps are dened by
(1) (c; d1;    ; dk) = c  (d1+   + dk) :
`j1 In+   +`jk In ! In for c 2 C n(k)
and ds 2 C n(js),where + denotes the disjoint union.
(2) 1 2 C n(1) is the identity function.
(3) (c1;    ; cj) = (c(1);    ; c(j)) for  2 j.
Denition 2.25. For n > 1, the little n-cubes operad is C n = fC n(j)gj>0
together with the composition , unit 1 and j-action dened as above.
Dene a morphism n : C n ! C n+1 of operads by
n;j(c1;    ; cj) = (c1  1;    ; cj  1); 1 = idI : I ! I:
Each n;j is an inclusion. Let C1(j) = lim !C n(j), with the topology of the union.
C1 has a canonical induced operad structure from C n. For each C n, we have the
functorial construction CnX as the space associated to C n.
Denition 2.26. The jth conguration space F (Rn; j) of the Euclidean space
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Rn is dened by
F (Rn; j) = f(x1;    ; xj)jxr 2 Rn; xr 6= xs if r 6= sg  Rnj
with the subspace topology.
F (Rn; j) admits a free position action of j:
(x1;    ; xj) = (x(1);    ; x(j));  2 j:
This action is free, and B(Rn; j) is used to denote the orbit space F (Rn; j)=j.
Theorem 2.27 ([10], Theorem 4.8). For 1 6 n 6 1 and j > 1, C n(j) is j-
equivalently homotopic to F (Rn; j).
The iterated loop space 
nX is closely related to the little n-cubes operad C n.
First, 
nX is a C n-space. We regard 
nX as the space of maps (Sn; ) ! (X; ),
where Sn is identied with the quotient space In=@In.
Theorem 2.28 ([10], Theorem 5.1). For X 2 T , dene n;j : C n(j)  (
nX)j !

nX as follows. Let c = (c1;    ; cj) 2 C n(j) and let y = (y1;    ; yj) 2 (
nX)j.
For v 2 Sn, dene n;j(c; y) as
n;j(c; y)(v) =
8>><>>:
yr(u) if cr(u) = v;
 if v =2 Im c:
Then n;j denes an action of C n on 
nX. If X = 
X 0, then n = n+1n, where
n : C n ! C n+1 is the natural inclusion (see page 33) and n+1 is the action of
C n+1 on 
n+1X 0. An action 1 of C1 acting on 
1X follows from the action of
C n on 
nY . The actions n; 1 6 n 61 are natural.
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For any map f : X ! Y , the map 
nf : 
nX ! 





nn X is weak homotopy equivalent to CnX(1 6 n 61). Consider the
adjunction:
 : HomT (X;






nn X ! 
n+1n+1X:






The topology is induced by the union. Let
n = 
 n(1nX) : X ! 
nn X if n <1; 1 = lim ! n:
We have a natural C n-map n : CnX ! 
nn X for 1 6 n 61:
n : CnX
Cn  ! Cn
nn X n ! 
nn X:
By May's approximation theorem, we have
Theorem 2.29 ([10], Theorem 2.7). If X is connected, then n is a weak homotopy
equivalence.
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2.2.3 Homology of 
n+1n+1X
The homology of 
n+1n+1X(n > 0) is much more richer and complicated than the
homology of 
X. For a detailed description, see Cohen,[[3],IIIx1]. (Minor correc-
tions are given in Wellington, [[26],I,x1]). We here describe part of the homology
information when the ground eld is Z=p, p is an odd prime.
Let C n+1-space (X; ) be a space X with an action of the little cubes operad
C n+1 on X. There are the following natural operations with respect to maps of
C n+1-spaces:
(1) (Dyer-Lashof operations) Homomorphisms Qs : HqX ! Hq+2s(p 1)X, s > 0,
for 2s  q < n with properties:
(I) Qsx = 0 if 2s < jxj(degree of x), x 2 HX.
(II) Qsx = xp if 2s = jxj, x 2 HX.





(Qix)(Qjy); x; y 2 HX:
(V) (Adem relation) If r > ps, then
QrQs =
X
( 1)r+i(pi  r; r   (p  1)s  i  1)Qr+s iQi;








( 1)r+i(pi  r   1; r   (p  1)s  i)Qr+s iQi:
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Here (i; j) = (i+j)!
i!j!
if i > 0 and j > 0(0! = 1), and (i; j) = 0 if i < 0 or
j < 0.
(2) (Browder operations) Homomorphisms n : HqX
HrX ! Hq+r+nX (we also
use the symbol [ ; ]n to denote n.) with properties:
(I) If X is a C n+2-space, [x; y]n = 0, x; y 2 HX.
(II) [x; y]0 = xy   ( 1)qryx; x 2 HqX; y 2 HrX.
(III) (Anti-symmetry) [x; y]n =  ( 1)(q+n)(r+n)[y; x]n; x 2 HqX; y 2 HrX.
(IV) [1; x]n = 0 = [x; 1]n, 1 2 H0X is the identity element and x 2 HX.
(V) (Cartan formula)





( 1)(q+n)(s+n)[x; [y; z]n]n + ( 1)(r+n)(q+n)[y; [z; x]n]n
+ ( 1)(s+n)(r+n)[z; [x; y]n]n = 0:
for x 2 HqX; y 2 HrX; z 2 HsX. If p = 3, then [x; [x; x]n]n = 0 for all
x 2 HX.
(VII) [x;Qsy]n = 0 = [Q
sx; y]n, x; y 2 HX.
(3) Functions n : HqX ! Hpq+n(p 1)X and Function n : HqX ! Hpq+n(p 1) 1X
if n+ q is even.
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(I)
n(X) = n(x)  adp 1n (x)(x);





(II) If X is a C n+2-space, then n(x) = Q
n+q




(III) If we let Q
n+q
2 x denote n(x), then n(x) satises formulas (I)-(III) and







n > 0; i+ j =
n+ jxyj
2
; 0 6 i; j 6 p;
where the  ij are functions of x and y (see [3],IIIx16).
(V) [x; ny]n = ad
p
n(y)(x) and [x; ny]n = 0 for x; y 2 HX.
(VI)









n (y)    adjrn adkrn (y)(x)
for 1 6 i 6 p 1, the second sum runs over all sequences (j1; k1;    ; jr; kr)
such that j1 > 0; kl > 1, and jl > 1 if l > 1, and jl = i  1;kl = p  i.
(VII) n(kx) = k
pn(x) for k 2 Z=p whenever nx is dened.
Remark 2.30. There are also Nishida relations for Qs; n; n; n, which characterize
the Steenrod actions on these operations. (see the detail in [3], IIIx1).
With these operations, we can describe the homology of 
n+1n+1X. The whole
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algebraic structure of H
n+1n+1X is called an allowable ARnn-Hopf algebra
with conjugation. (There is a very long denition of it, check [3], IIIx2.) It is a
functor over HX. Denote this functor by Wn, the following is the construction of
it:
(1) Ln:
Given a graded module V , let L0V be the free restricted Lie algebra generated
by V . Let snV (n 2 Z) be a copy of V with all elements raised degree by n.
Dene
L1V = s 1L0sV  (1)(s 1L0sV );
where (1)(s
 1L0sV ) has a Z=p-basis 1x of degree 2pq   2 for each x a basis
element of s 1L0sV of degree 2q   1. Inductively, dene
LnV = s 1Ln 1sV:
Over LnV , we dene the n; n; n operations by [x; y]n = s 1[sx; sy]n 1,
n(x) = s
 1n 1(sx), n(x) =  s 1n 1(sx) and [x; ny]n = 0.
(2) Dn:
Let I = ("1; s1;    ; "k; sk) be a 2k-tuple of integers with sj > "j and " = 0 or
1. I is admissible if psj   "j > sj 1 for 2 6 j 6 k. Dene functions e, d, l, b
as follows:








(iii) (length) l(I) = k.
(iv) b(I) = "1.
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If I = ?, then let e(I) =1; d(I) = 0 = l(I) = b(I).






Here Rn(q) is the Z=p-module with an additive basis
fQI j I admissible, e(I) > q; 2sk < n+ qg:
Rn(0) is the Dyer-Lashof algebra (see [3], Ix2).
For an element QI 
 l 2 DnL, the action of Qs is dened by
Qs(QI 
 l) = QsQI 
 l
and the Adem relation. The inclusion of L in DnL is given by l 7! 1
 l.
(3) Vn:
Given D, dene VnD = AD=K, where AD is the free commutative algebra
generated by D and K is the two sided ideal generated by fxp Qsxj2s = jxjg.
Qs acts on V by its action on D and the Cartan formula of Dyer-Lashof
operations.
(4) Wn:
For the homology HX, let WnHX = Vn(Dn(Ln HX)). The product of
WnHX is determined by the product in Vn.The action of Qs is given by the
Cartan formula. The action of n is given by the action of n on LnV and
formula [x;Qsy]n = 0. The actions of n and n are given by the actions on
LnV and the Adem relation.
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Remark 2.31. The coproduct structure and other structures can be dened over
WnHX such that WnHX is an allowable ARnn-Hopf algebra with conjugation.
Here the word allowable Rn is related to the Dyer-Lashof operation. A means duel
Steenrod algebra operations. n denotes the n-product structure.
With the functor Wn, we can describe the homology of iterated loop spaces.
Theorem 2.32 ([3], theorem 3.1). For a connected space X, let Cn+1X be the
space associated to the little cubes operad C n+1. Then we have an isomorphism of
allowable ARnn-Hopf algebras with conjugation,
H
n+1n+1X = HCn+1X = WnHX:
After a description of H
n+1n+1X, we give a basis of it. Let V = HX.
Denote a total ordered basis of V by tX. First, we construct certain elements in
Ln(V ) named basis n-products. An x 2 tX is a basic n-product of weight 1.
Assume the basic n-products of weight j < k have been dened and totally ordered.
A basic n-product of weight k is any product [a; b]n such that
(1) k = weight(a) + weight(b).
(2) a < b where a and b are basic n-products and if b = [c; d]n for c and d basic
then c 6 a.
We include additional basic products not dened by the above induction:
f[a; a]n j a 2 tX; n+ jaj is odd:g
It is easy to choose a total order over the basic n-products of weight j 6 k with
the original order for j < k preserved.
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 y a basic n-product, I admissible, e(I) + b(I) > jyj,




Here we denote nx by Q
n+q
2 x and nx by Q
n+q
2 x for x 2 HqX. jyj is the degree of
y.
Remark 2.33. If X is connected, the TnX here is same as the one dened on page
227 in [3]. Since X is connected, the degree of y is greater than 0, thus jQIyj > 0.
The condition e(I) + b(I) > jyj implies e(I) > jyj.
The set TnX is a basis of WnHX.
Theorem 2.34 ([3], Theorem 3.1, Lemma 3.8). For a connected X, there are iso-
morphisms of algebras:
H
n+1n+1X = HCn+1X = ATnX:
Finally, we give a ltration on WnHX. For an element QIy in TnX, let its
length  be dened by
(QIy) = pl(I)!(y);
where l(I) is the length of the tuple I and !(y) is the weight of the basic n-product
y. Since H
n+1n+1X is the commutative algebra generated by TnX. We can
dene
(QIy QI0y0) = (QIy) + (QI0y0):
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This makes H
n+1n+1X to be a ltered algebra. Dene
FkWnHX = fx 2 H
n+1n+1Xj(x) 6 kg;
EkWnHX = FkWnHX=Fk 1WnHX:
Recall the ltration dened on Cn+1X, we have fFkCn+1Xgk>0 and
FkCn+1X=Fk 1Cn+1X = F (Rn+1; k)+ ^k X^k:
This ltration corresponds to the algebraic ltration dened here.
Proposition 2.35 ([3], III, x4.).
HFkCn+1X = FkWnHX;
H(F (Rn+1; k)+ ^k X^k) = EkWnHX:
2.2.4 Homology suspensions and transgressions
In this section, we describe the homology suspensions and transgressions related
to the homology of 
n+1n+1X. The homology suspension is dened as the
homomorphism
 = p  @ 1 : H(
B) @  = H+1(PB;
B)
p ! H+1(B);
where p : PB ! B is the map p(u) = u(1). The transgression is the dierential
map in the Serre spectral sequences. Fix a bration F ! E ! B with connected B
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For the  and  , we have the following general properties.
Proposition 2.36 ([27],Corollary 8.3.3,8.3.4;[13],Proposition 6.10,6.11). Consider
the Serre spectral sequence of 
B ! PB ! B, where B is connected.
(1) The image of  : H(
B)! H+1(B) is primitive.
(2) The kernel of  : H(
B) ! H+1(B) contains every decomposable element
of the algebra H(
B).
(3) Let f : X ! 
Y be a pointed map and ~f : X ! Y be its adjoint, then
we the following relation of the homology suspension  and the suspension









~f // Hq(Y ):









In particular, the image of  is transgressive.
If X is a C n+1-space, then we have the following relations of  and  with Qs,
n, n, n.
Theorem 2.37 ([3],Theorem 1.4). If X = 
n+1Y , Y is connected, then
(1) Qs(x) = Qs(x), x 2 HX:
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(2) n(x) = n 1(x), x 2 HX.
(3) [x; y]n = [x; y]n 1, x; y 2 HX.
(4) 1x = 0; n(x) =  n(x) if n > 1, x 2 HX.
(5) If 
nY is simply connected and x 2 Hq
nY transgressed to y 2 Hq 1
n+1Y
in the Serre spectral sequence of the path bration, then Qsx, Qsx, n 1x
and n 1x transgress to Qsy,  Qsy, n(y), and  n(y); if p > 2, n = 1,
and q is even, then xp 1 
 y \transgresses" to  1(y), dq(p 1)(xp 1 
 y) =
 1(y); and if p > 2, n > 1 and q = 2s, xp 1 
 y \transgresses" to  Qs(y),
dq(p 1)(xp 1 
 y) =  Qsy.





nn+1X) = Wn 1H(X). Since  : HX ! H(X) is an isomorphism,
we choose a basis tX = fsxjx 2 HXg for HX. Here sx means x. For the
transgression, we have the following property.
Proposition 2.38. Let adn(x)(y) = [y; x]n. If X is connected, then in the Serre




fadn 1(sx1)    adn 1(sxk 1)(sxk))g = adn(x1)    adn(xk 1)(xk);
QIsx = ( 1)d(I)QIx:
(2.2)
Proof. The proposition is implicit in the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [3]. We give a short
proof here by induction on n. Consider a model spectral sequence f0Erg: Dene
f0E2g as an algebra, by the equation
f0E2g = Wn 1HX 
WnHX:
Specify the dierential by requiring f0Erg to be a spectral sequence of dierential
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algebras such that the transgression,  , is given by
fadn 1(sx1)    adn 1(sxk 1)(sxk))g = adn(x1)    adn(xk 1)(xk);
QIsx = ( 1)d(I)QIx:
And if the degree of QIx is 2s  1,
(QIsx)p 1 
QIx = ( 1)d(I)+1QsQIx:
It is not dicult to check that f0E1g = Z=p.







Here the ~ : WnHX ! H
n+1n+1X is the canonical isomorphism. By the
property of homology suspension, ~
 ~ induces a morphism of spectral sequences
(see [5], Lemma 4.8). Since ~ 
 ~ is an isomorphism on E1, it suces to show
that ~(base) is an isomorphism to show ~(ber) is an isomorphism.
Now the result is correct for the case n = 1. Since the tensor algebra can be
written additively as a tensor product of polynomial and exterior algebras generated
by basic 0-products.
2.3 Unstable and stable Snaith splittings
The Snaith splitting is a stable decomposition of 
n+1n+1X. In this section, we
review a more general construction of the Snaith splitting. This construction also
can show some unstable version of the Snaith splitting.
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Let U be the category of compactly generated weak Hausdor spaces and let T
be the category of non-degenerately based spaces in U . All spaces are to be in U
and all based spaces are in T . The constructions in this section are closed in these
two categories.
Denition 2.39. Let  be the category of nite based sets r = f0; 1;    ; rg with
basepoint 0. The morphisms are injective based functions between these nite based
sets.
An injection  is ordered if a < b implies (a) < (b). Any morphism of  is
the composition of a permutation and an ordered injection. Any ordered injection
is a composition of the degeneracy operators q : r! r+ 1(0 6 q 6 r).
q(a) =
8>><>>:
a if a 6 q;
a+ 1 if a > q:
Denition 2.40. A coecient system is a covariant functor C :  ! U such
that C 0 is a single point . We denote the object C (r) by C r. For an injection
 : r! s, denote  : C s ! C r on elements by (c) = c for c 2 C s.
Some important examples are listed in the following:
Example 2.41. (1) C n, the little n-cubes operad is a coecient system. Recall
the denition, C n;r is the space of r-tuples of ane embedding In ! In with
parallel axes and disjoint interiors. For  : r ! s,  : C n;s ! C n;r is dened
by
(c1;    ; cs) = (c(1);    ; c(s)); cq : In ! In:
(2) In general, any operad C = fC (r)gr>0 is a coecient system. Let C r = C (r)
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and for degeneracy operator q : r  1! r, dene q : C r ! C r 1 by
cq = (c; sq);
where c 2 C (j) and sq = 1q    1r 1 q 2 C (1)q  C (0) C (1)r 1 q. Since
any injection  : r! s is the composite of a permutation and some degeneracy
operators,  : C s ! C r is well-dened.
(3) C (Y ). For a space Y in U , recall the conguration space F (Y; r) is dened
as
F (Y; r) = f(y1;    ; yr)jyi 2 Y ; yi 6= yj for i 6= jg:
For the functor C (Y ), dene C (Y )r = F (Y; r) and for  : r ! s, dene
 : F (Y; s)! F (Y; r) by
(y1;    ; ys) = (y(1);    ; y(r)):
Now we can construct a general space CX.
Denition 2.42. Let C be a coecient system and X be a topological space in T .





where Xr is the product space of r copies of X. The equivalence relation is
(c; x)  (c; x);
for c 2 C s,  : r ! s, and x 2 Xr. For  : r ! s, x is given by the map
 : Xr ! Xs:
(x1;    ; xr) = (x01;    ; x0s);
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where x0(a) = xa if (a) > 0 and xb =  if b > 0 and b =2 Im.




in CX and give FsCX the quotient topology. The topology of CX is given by the
union of FsCX. Let X
(r) denote the smash product of r copies of X. Let Dr(C ; X)
denote the quotient
C +r ^rX(r) = FrCX=Fr 1CX:
For c 2 C r, x 2 Xr, the corresponded element of (c;x) in CX is denoted by [c;x].
Example 2.43. (1) Fix an operad C , it can be seen a coecient system. The
construction here is same with what we constructed in the section of operads,
and also the notations FsCX, DrCX. For the little n-cubes operad C n, CnX
is an approximation of 
nn X.
(2) For the coecient system C (Y ), C(Y;X) is used to denote the space obtained
by the application of Denition 2.42. Similarly, Dq(C (Y ); X) is denoted by
Dq(Y;X).
Proposition 2.44 ([4], Proposition 2.9). The following diagram is natural. g is
always an equivalence and n is a weak equivalence if X is connected:
C(Rn; X) g   CnX n ! 
nn X:
Next, we try to construct the generalized James map and James-Hopf map. Fix
q > 1 and x an injection  : r ! s, where r > q. Let R be the set of ordered
injections q ! r. Then R has m =  r
q

elements. Given R an order:  <  0 if
 (a) <  0(a) for the largest a such that  (a) 6=  0(a). Now R can be written as
f 1;    ;  mg.
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Fix the little cubes operad C n, let DqX denote the Dq(C n; X) and let Bq =
C n(q)=q. Dene qr : C n(r)! F (Bq;m) by
qr(c) = ((c 1);    ; (c m));  : C n(q)! Bq:
Dene a collection of maps jqr(r > 0):
jqr : C n(r)Xr ! F (Bq;m) (DqX)m
by
(1) if r < q, then
jqr : C n(r)Xr ! fg = F (Bq; 0) (DqX)0;
(2) if r > q, then
jqr(c; x) = (qr(c); [c 1;x 1];    ; [c m;x m]);
where f ig is the ordered set of ordered injections q! r. For x = (x1;    ; xr)
in Xr, x i is an element of X
q which is dened by
(x1;    ; xr) i = (x i(1);    ; x i(q)):
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Denition 2.45. A James map jq : CnX ! C(Bq; DqX) is dened by the com-
mutative diagram





jq // C(Bq; DqX):
Now we can dene the James-Hopf map.
Denition 2.46. Given an injective map eq : Bq ! Rt, the James-Hopf map
hq : 
tCnX ! tDqX
determined by eq is the adjoint of the composition
CnX
jq ! C(Bq; DqX) C(eq ;1)    ! C(Rt; DqX) g
 1  ! CtDqX i ! 
ttDqX;
where g 1 is a chosen homotopy inverse of the equivalence g (see Proposition 2.44).
Finally, we can dene the unstable version of the Snaith splitting.
Denition 2.47. Given unbased spaces Y1;    ; Yr, a based space X, and numbers
m1;    ;mr. Let m = m1 +   +mr and dene





(y1; x1;    ; yr; xr) = (y1;    ; yr; x1;    ; xr):
Here yq is an ordered mq-tuple of distinct points of Yq. Obviously the maps 
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(z1;    ; zr) = (z1;    ; zq 1; zq+1;    ; zr) if zq =  2 F0C(Yq; X):




Rt ! Rt by mapping the qth copy homeomorphically to (q   1; q)  Rt.
Construct kr : CnX ! C(Rt;
rW
q=1




































We say kr is the sum of the compositions




Now we have the unstable version of the Snaith splitting.
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of the composition
















For the stable version of Snaith splitting, consider if Bq injects to Rtq for q > 1




















1(F (Rn; q)+ ^q X(q)):
Recall Proposition 2.35, we have
HDqX = EqWnHX:










Functorial homotopy retracts of

n+1n+1X
In this chapter, we discuss the realizations of natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf al-
gebras rst. Next, we use such realizations to construct a collection of functorial
homotopy retracts of 
n+1n+1 and compute their homology.
3.1 Realizations of natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf
algebras
Let B(V u) be a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V u) with a coalgebra
injection jV u and a coalgebra retraction rV u , rV u  jV u = idB(V u):
B(V u)
jV u  ! T (V u) rV u  ! B(V u):
From the discussions in Section 2.1.2, we have the indecomposable submodule Q(V u)
and maps iV u ; V u ; kV u ;  V u such that V u  iV u = idQ(V u),  V u  kV u = idQ(V u), and
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are commutative. Here  V u ; V u are only k-linear maps.
Consider the graded extension, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. Let B(V u) be a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra, with a coal-
gebra injection jV u and a coalgebra retraction rV u. Let Q(V
u) be the set of inde-
composable elements of B(V u). We can construct B(V ), Q(V ) and jV , rV such
that
(1) B(V ) is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ).
(2) Q(V ) is the set of indecomposable elements of B(V ), B(V ) = T (Q(V )). Qm
is a Tm-projective submodule functor of Lm.
Proof. From the discussions in Section 2.1.1, Q;B and all natural transformations
i; k; j; ;  ; r are graded. Thus, we have the following natural transformations of
functors from k-modules to k-modules. All the functors are dened over the un-




r ! Bn j ! Tn;
i 
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Ti 
 Tj is dened by
(Ti 
 Tj)(V u) = Ti(V u)
 Tj(V u):
Bi 
 Bj can be dened in the same way. i 
 j is an element of i+j which
is induced from the inclusion i  j ! i+j.
(2) n : Tn
 ! Qn i ! Tn.
(3) B is a sub-Hopf functor of T . Thus
Ti 
 Tj r











where m and  are multiplications of B and T respectively. Let
mi;j : Ti+j = Ti 
 Tj r
r  ! Bi 
Bj m ! Bi+j s ! Ti+j;
i;j : Ti+j = Ti 
 Tj  ! Ti+j:
Then from the commutative diagram above, we have
mi;j = i;j  (i 
 j):





    
Qik ;
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Tn // Bn // Tn
Ti1 














    
 ik denote the composition
Ti1 
    
 Tik ! Qi1 
    
Qik ! Ti1 







    
 ik :
In summary, from the structures of Q;B, we have maps
n; i 
 j; n;mi;j; i;j; i1 
    
 ik
with relations






    
 ik :
Now let us consider the graded position action of these elements. From n; n
above, we can dene B, Q and natural transformations j; r over a graded module
V . As the discussions in Section 2.1.1, we know that B(V ) is a natural coalgebra
retract of T (V ) with the coalgebra injection j and the coalgebra retraction r. From






    
 ik :
It is easy to know that B(V ) is a sub-Hopf algebra of T (V ), B(V ) = T (Q(V )) and
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Q(V ) is the set of indecomposable elements of B(V ).
Consider n, since Qn is a Tn-projective submodule functor of Ln, we have
n  n = n; n = n   0n;  0n 2 k(n): (3.1)
Recall n 2 k(n) is dened by the k-linear transformation
Tn(V )! Tn(V ); v1 
    
 vn 7! [   [[v1; v2]; v3]    ; vn]:
The second condition n = n   0n means that the image of n is always contained
in the image of n.
After the graded extension, the two conditions in (3.1) are still satised. Hence
we have Qn is a Tn-projective submodule functor of Ln (over graded module V ).
The maps i; k;  ;  can be dened naturally after we extend the Q and B.
This completes the proof.
Now we can consider the geometric realization of a natural coalgebra-split sub-
Hopf algebra. Let us introduce some notations rst. Denote the p-localization of a
CW-complex Y by Y(p). If X ' Y(p) where Y is a nite CW-complex, then we say
X is a p-local suspension of nite type. Note that Y(p) = (Y(p)) ' (Y )(p).
(see [11], Proposition 6.4.2).
We also use the following proposition in later discussions.
Proposition 3.2 ([28], Proposition 2.1). Let f : X ! Y be a map between path-
connected spaces. If Hn(X;Z(p)) and Hn(Y ;Z(p)) are nitely generated modules over
Z(p) for each n, then f : H(X;Z(p)) ! H(Y ;Z(p)) is an isomorphism if and only
if f : H(X;Z=p)! H(Y ;Z=p) is an isomorphism.
If X is a 1-connected p-local suspension of nite type, then Hn(X;Z(p)) is a
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nitely generated Z(p)-module for each n.
Now we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a 1-connected p-local suspension of nite type. If B(V u) is
a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V u), then there is a functorial space
Q(X) with a functorial map i : Q(X) ! 
X such that the following conditions
are satised:
(1) Let ~{ : Q(X) ! X be the adjoint of i : Q(X) ! 
X. 
Q(X) is a
natural homotopy retract of 















Here the map Q(X)! 
Q(X) is the canonical suspension map.
(2) H(Q(x)) = Q( H(X)) and H(
Q(X)) = B( H(X)). Furthermore, there













~{) = j H(X), and i = i H(X), where j H(X) and i H(X) are the natural ex-
tensions of iV u and jV u over the graded module H(X).
Proof. If B1(V
u) 6= 0, then B1(V u) = V u. This implies B(V u) = T (V u) and
Q(V u) = V u. Let Q(X) = X, i : X ! 
X be the canonical inclusion. Then all
the constructions are trivial.
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If B1(V
u) = 0. Let V = H(X), the ground ring is k = Z=p. B(V ) is a natural
coalgebra retract of T (V ), from the geometric realization theorem ([19], Theorem
1.1), we can construct B(X) as a functorial homotopy retract of 
X together with
functorial maps:




such that rX  jX ' id.
On the other hand, Qn(V
u) is a Tn-projective subfunctor of Ln. So there is an
element n 2 k(n) such that
n  n  n  n = n  n;
Qn(V
u) = Im(n  n) = colimnn(V u)
n:
(3.2)
Hence, by the former discussions (see Section 2.1.1),
Qn(V ) = Im(n  n : V 
n ! V 
n) = colimnn(V )
n:
Denote the n-fold smash product of X by X(n). Let q : Z(n)! Z=p(n) be the
quotient map and let n 2 Z(n) satisfy q(n) = n for each n > 2. Dene Qn(X)
by the homotopy colimit
Qn(X) = hocolimnn X
(n): (3.3)
Note that
(n  n) = n  n : H(X(n)) = H(X)
n ! H(X(n)) = H(X)
n
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is an idempotent map. Thus
X(n)
comult   ! X(n) _X(n)  ! hocolimid n X(n) _ hocolimn X(n)
is a mod p homology equivalence. Since X is a 1-connected p-local space of nite
type, X(n) is also a p-local space of nite type. (see [11], x6.4). Consequently, the
above composition is a homotopy equivalence by Proposition 3.2, and then Qn(X)
is a functorial homotopy retract of X(n). Let s : Qn(X) ! X(n) be the functorial
inclusion. Let pm : X
(n) ! Qn(X) be the canonical map from the m-th term in the
sequence
X(n)
nn   ! X(n) nn   !   
to Q(X), then p1  s = idQn(X). Let in : Qn(X)! J(X) be the composition
Qn(X)
s ! X(n) n ! X(n) Wn  ! J(X);
where Wn is the iterated (left to right) Samelson product of X ! J(X). Let
Hn : J(X) ! J(X(n)) be the James-Hopf map. Note that Hn  J(Wn) ' J(n) :
J(X(n))! J(X(n)). Thus J(p2) Hn  J(in) : J(Qn(X))! J(Qn(X)) is homotopic
to the identity map and so the image of (in) is exactly
Im(Wn  n) : H(X(n))! H(J(X)) = Im(n  n : V 
n ! V 
n) = Qn(V );
where V = H(X). Let Q(X) =
W1
n=2Qn(X). Let i : Q(X) ! J(X) be the map
such that ijQn(X) = in : Qn(X) ! J(X). Then J(i) : H(J(Q(X))) ! H(J(X))
maps ontoB(V ), which is the sub-Hopf algebra generated byQn(V ). Let r : J(X)!
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B(X) be a retraction. Then the composition
(r  J(i)) : H(J(Q(X)))! H(B(X)) = B(V )
is an epimorphism. Note that H(J(Q(X))) and H(B(X)) have the same Poincare
series if H(X) is of nite type. Thus if X is a 1-connected p-local space of nite
type, then r  J(i) : J(Q(X))! B(X) is a homotopy equivalence.
Finally, J(X) is homotopic to 













it is easy to see that J(i) is homotopic to 




~{ ' r  J(i) ' id :
The homology groups of Q(X) and B(X) are easy to check from the above con-
structions.
Remark 3.4. It is easy to have a 1-connected p-local suspension of nite type.
For example, let Y be a path-connected nite CW-complex, then (Y )(p) is a 1-
connected p-local suspension of nite type.
Remark 3.5. This theorem generalizes a part of Theorem 1.1 in [19]. Compare
this with Theorem 2.3 in [6].
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3.2 Functorial homotopy retracts of 
n+1n+1X
Given a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra B(V u) of T (V u), we construct
a space Q(X) such that 
Q(X) is a functorial homotopy retract of 
X, the
natural inclusion jX : 
Q(X) ,! 
X is a loop map. Apply the loop functor n
times, we have 
n+1Q(nX) is a homotopy retract of 





n+1n+1X is a 
n+1-map. Consider the space
Q(nX), it can be desuspended n-times if X is a co-H-space.
Lemma 3.6. If X is a co-H-space, then there is a space Q(X) such that Q(nX)
is naturally homotopic to n Q(X).
Proof. Since Q(X) =
W1
m=2Qm(X), it is sucient to consider Qm(
nX). Let X(m)
denote the m-fold self smash product of X. As the denition of Qm(
nX) (see











is homotopy commutative. Here








k( 1)n2 Sign : X(m) ! X(m);
(3.6)
and the vertical maps are the natural shuing homeomorphisms.
Dene Qm(X) = hocolimX
(m), it is obvious that
mn Qm(X) ' hocolimmn mnX(m) = hocolim(nX)(m) = Qm(nX):















It is clear that all isomorphisms are natural.
Remark 3.7. This lemma shows that
W1
m=2
n(m 1) Qn(X) is the nth desuspension




n(m 1) Qn(X). And we also use  nQmnX to denote
n(m 1) Qn(X).
We can give the proof of Theorem 1.1 now.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. From Theorem 3.3, we have the functorial space Q(X) such
that the property (1) is satised. The homology groups of Q(X) and 
Q(X) are
also clear.
Apply the loop functor n times, we have 
n+1Q(nX) is a functorial retract
of 
n+1n+1X with the functorial inclusion is a 






This gives the property (2). Finally, from the isomorphism
(n) : H(
 nQnX)! H(QnX);
we have H( nQnX) = s nQ(snV ). This nishes the proof.
Example 3.8. (1) Bmax(V ) is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of T (V )
(see Proposition 2.11). Denote the set of its indecomposable elements by
Qmax(V ). We have spaces Qmax(X) and  nQmaxnX. 
n+1n+1( nQmaxnX)
is a functorial homotopy retract of 
n+1n+1X.
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(2) Lmaxm is the maximal Tm-projective submodule functor of Lm (see Proposition
2.14). Thus T (Lmaxm (V )) is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra with Q =
Lmaxm (V ). Then we have two spaces L
max





nX) is a functorial homotopy retract of 
n+1n+1X.
Now let us consider the homology of such functorial homotopy retracts. For










This composition is exactly the functorial map iY : Q(Y )! 
Y , where Y = nX.
Let us consider the natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra T (Lmaxm (V )) rst.













To compute the homology of 
n+1n+1( nLmaxm 
nX), we need to know (~{n;X):
(~{n;X) : H nLmaxm 
nX  ! H
n+1n+1X:
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 mean the n-fold composition.
Let us introduce some notations. Consider the isomorphism:
 : HX ! H+1X:
For x 2 HX, denote x by sx. Consequently, snx is used to denote (n) (x).
Recall the Browder operation [ ; ]n, for elements of HX, we dene a n-bracket
of length k by induction. For convenience, an n-bracket of length 1 is an element
in HX. An n-bracket of length 2 is of form [x; y]n (n-product of x; y), x; y 2 HX.
Assume the n-brackets of length j < k have been dened. An n-bracket of length k
is any bracket [a; b]n such that
(1) a; b are n-brackets,
(2) assume a; b are n-brackets of length l1; l2 respectively, then l1 + l2 = k.
In the later discussion, [x1; x2;    ; xm]n is used to denote an n-bracket of length
m formed by elements x1;    ; xm. Choose an element [snx1; snx2;    ; snxm]0 of
H+nLmaxm (
nX), xi 2 HX. Consider its inverse image under the isomorphism
(n) : H
-nLmaxm 
n X ! H+nLmaxm (nX);
we denote it by s n[snx1; snx2;    ; snxm]0.
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For the map ~{n;X , we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.9. Under the homomorphism
(~{n;X) : H(-nLmaxm 
n X)! H(
n+1n+1X);
the homology class s n[snx1; snx2;    ; snxm]0 is mapped to [x1; x2;    ; xm]n, xi 2
HX.




















The bottom row is the natural inclusion:
(i1;X) : Lmaxm (sHX) ,! T (sHX):
The upper row is exactly (~{1;X). Since the rst map of the upper row is the natural
inclusion, we only need to prove
(
i1;X)(s 1[sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]0) = [x1; x2;    ; xm]1:
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which implies a natural morphism of Serre spectral sequences. Consequently, con-
sider the transgression  , we have an equality
  (i1;X) = (
i1;X)  :







 [sx1;    ; sxm]0 = [x1;    ; xm]1:
Hence,
(
i1;X)(s 1[sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]0) = (
i1;X)  ([sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]0))
=   (i1;X)([sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]0)
= ([sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]0)
= [x1;    ; xm]1:










































The composition of the second row is (~{k 1;X). By induction, we have
(~{k 1;X)(s1 k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0) = [sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]k 1:
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The horizontal rows of left commutative squares are natural inclusions. So, the
above identity implies
(
k 1ik 1;X)(s1 k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0) = [sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]k 1:
Note that we need to prove
(
kik;X)(s k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0) = [x1; x2;    ; xm]k:





















and the Serre spectral sequences induced by them. We have
(




kik;X)(s k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0)
=(
kik;X)  (s1 k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0))
=  (
k 1ik 1;X)(s1 k[skx1; skx2;    ; skxm]0)
=([sx1; sx2;    ; sxm]k 1)
=[x1;    ; xm]k:
This completes the proof.
Now we can describe the homology of H
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm 
n X). Let V =
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HX, the reduced homology of X. Fix a totally ordered basis of V , denote it by tX.
Choose a basis of Lmaxm (V ) and denote it by tL
max
m (X). Consider the monomorphism
(~{n;X) : H(-nLmaxm 
n X)! H(
n+1n+1X);
we nd a basis of Im(~{n;X) below:
(1) m = 2:
Since the ground eld k = Z=p, p is an odd prime, we have Lmax2 = L2. Thus
Im(~{n;X) has an additive basis:
f[x; y]n; [x; x]n j x; y 2 tX; x < y; n+ jxj is odd.g
(2) m > 2:
Since
H(-nLmaxm 
n X) = s nLmaxm (snV );
an element of H(-nLmaxm 
n X) is an 0-bracket of length m. Choose an ele-
ment [x1;    ; xm]0 2 tLmaxm (X), s n[snx1;    ; snxm] is maps to [x1;    ; xm]n
under the map (~{n;X). Thus it is easy to see that
f[x1;    ; xm]n j [x1;    ; xm]0 2 tLmaxm (X)g
is a basis of Im(~{n;X). To get [x1;    ; xm]n, we need to change every 0-
bracket of [x1;    ; xm]0 to an n-bracket. For example, if [[x1; x2]0; [x3; x4]0]0 2
tLmaxm (X), then it is changed to [[x1; x2]n; [x3; x4]n]n.
Denote the basis constructed above by tnL
max
m (X). This is a subset ofWnHX =
H
n+1n+1X. To be more precise, we have tnLmaxm (X)  Ln(HX). Let M be
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the k-submodule of WnHX with the additive basis tnLmaxm (X). We have the
following theorem.
Theorem 3.10. If X is a 1-connected p-local suspension of nite type, then the
homology group H
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm 





n X) = Wn(M):

















nin;X admits a homotopy retract. So (






n X is isomorphic to the k-submodule M
of H
n+1n+1X.
On the other hand, 
nin;X is a 

n+1-map, so all the operations n; n; n; Q
s are
preserved. From Cohen's computation, we have:
H
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm 
n X) = WnH-nLmaxm n X:
Since Wn is a functor formed by operations n; n; n; Q
s, we obtain that
H
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm 
n X) = WnM:
It is an isomorphism of allowable ARnn-Hopf algebras with conjugation. Further-
more, it is a sub allowable ARnn-Hopf algebras of H
n+1n+1X.
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Now, let us back to the general case. Fix a general natural coalgebra-split sub-
Hopf functor B of T , we have similar discussions. Let Q(V ) be the set of the








Qm(V ); V = HX:
From the properties of natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebras, each Qm(V ) is
a sub k-module of Lmaxm (V ). Then consider the monomorphism
(~{n;X) : H nQmnX ! H
n+1n+1X;






Let N be the k-submodule of H
n+1n+1X with the additive basis tnQ(X). We
have the following general theorem.
Theorem 3.11. Let B be a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf functor of T . If X is
a 1-connected p-local suspension of nite type, then H
n+1n+1( nQnX) is a




















Further decompositions of the Snaith
splitting
Fix an integer n > 0, 





1F (Rn+1; j)+ ^j X^j:
Here F (Rn+1; j) is the jth conguration space of Rn+1. LetDj(X) = F (Rn+1; j)+^j
X^j. Then from the above splitting,Dj(X) is a natural stable retract of 
n+1n+1X.
From Proposition 2.35, we know the homology of Dj(X) :
H(Dj(X)) = FjWnHX=Fj 1WnHX = EjWnHX;
i.e., the homology of Dj(X) consists of the homology classes of H
n+1n+1X with
length j.
From Chapter 3, 
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm 
n X) is a functorial homotopy retract of

n+1n+1X, so we can apply the Snaith splitting to both spaces and compare
Dj(
-nLmaxm 
n X) with Dq(X).
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. The theorem is proved in two steps. First, we consider the


























n X) is a natural homotopy retract of 
n+1n+1X,









h  g ' id :
Furthermore, g is an 
n+1-map. In fact, g can be chosen as 
njnX (check the

































are the canonical inclusions from the qth component to the whole spaces respectively.











Here EqWnHX is the k-submodule of H
n+1n+1X of length q. Hence (pq) is
isomorphic to the canonical projection from the direct sum to the qth summand,
and (sq) is isomorphic to the canonical inclusion from the qth summand to the
































Now the claim below is obvious.
(sh)  (ph)jHDqX =
8>><>>:
0 if h 6= q;
idHDqX if h = q:
Let us consider (1g)  (s0j):
EjWnH-nLmaxm 
n X
(s0j)   ! WnH(-nLmaxm n X)
(1g)    !WnHX:
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An element of EjWnH-nLmaxm 
n X can be written as
QI1y1(z1;    ; zm) QI2y2(z1;    ; zm)     QIkyk(z1;    ; zm);
where yi(z1;    ; zm) (1 6 i 6 k) are basic n-products formed by z1;    ; zm, zi 2
H-nLmaxm 
n X, QI1y1     QIkyk is a homology class of H
n+1n+1X of length
j. Since g is an 
n+1-map, we have gQI = QIg and g[x; y]n = [gx; gy]n. Thus
g(QIiyi(z1;    ; zm)) = QIiyi(gz1;    ; gzm):
Recall Lemma 3.9, for an element s n[snx1;    ; snxm]0 in H-nLmaxm n X, where
xi 2 HX, we have
g(s n[snx1;    ; snxm]0) = [x1;    ; xm]n:
This implies that for each element zi 2 H-nLmaxm n X, gzi is of length m. Thus,
the length of QIiyi(gz1;    ; gzm) is equal to the length of QIiyi multiplied by m.
Finally,
((1g)  (s0j))(EjWnH-nLmaxm n X)  EjmWnHX:
Now let j;q = pq  1g  s0j and  j;q = p0j  1h  sq. We can obtain that
( j;q)  (j;q) = (p0j)  (1h)  ((sq)  (pq))  (1g)  (s0j)
Since
Im((1g)  (s0j))  EjmWnHX;
(1) If q 6= jm, we have
(sq)  (pq)jEjmHX = 0:
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Thus ( j;q)  (j;q) = 0.
(2) If q = jm, we have
(sq)  (pq)jEjmHX = id :
Thus ( j;q)  (j;q) = (p0j)  (1h)  (1g)  (s0j) = id.
Let  = j;jm and  =  j;jm, from the discussion above, we have
    = id :
This completes the proof of step one.
In step two, we try to show the stable maps  and  can be induced from unstable






























recall Theorem 2.49. There is an integer t1 and a map
pq : 
t1 
n+1n+1X ' t1Cn+1X hq ! t1DqX
such that
1pq : 1
n+1n+1X ' 1Cn+1X 
1hq ! 1DqX
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~k 1r ! t2FrCn+1X ! t2Cn+1X
for some integer t2 from the map ~kr. This map induces the stable map sq in the
diagram 4.1. For the maps p0j and s
0
j, we can use the same method to construct
maps p0j and s
0








n X)! t4 
n+1n+1(-nLmaxm n X):
Now let t = maxft1; t2; t3; t4g, we have all the four maps pj, sj, p0j and s0j up to
























Now we can dene two maps  and  as follows:
 = pjm  tg  s0j : tDj(-nLmaxm n X)! tDjmX;
 = p0j  th  sjm : tDjmX ! tDj(-nLmaxm n X):
The map    induces an identity on the homology.
(  )  () = (1  )  (1 ) =     = id :
By the Whitehead theorem, we have    is a homotopy equivalence. Finally, we
81
can obtain





(   ) 1   : tDjmX ! tDj(-nLmaxm n X)
show that tDj(
-nLmaxm 
n X) is a homotopy retract of tDjmX. Note that we as-
sume all spaces are CW-complexes, so all constructions are natural up to homotopy.
This completes the proof of step two.
Consider the suspension spectrum, we have an easy corollary.
Corollary 4.1. 1Dj(-nLmaxm 
n X) is a functorial stable homotopy retract of











In this chapter, we give computations related to further decompositions of the Snaith
splitting.
5.1 tDpX at p = 5.
Let X be a p-local 2-cell complex. Denote the Steenrod algebra of the odd prime
p by A. Assume that in the reduced homology H(X;Z=p) of X , there are two
generators u and v such that P 1 v = u, where P
1
 is the dual operation of Steenrod
operation P 1. Furthermore, let the degrees of u and v are both odd, denote them
by juj and jvj respectively.
Recall Theorem 1.2, we prove that there exists an integer t such that t( 1Lmaxp X)
is a homotopy retract of tDpX. Thus, we have a homotopy decomposition
tDpX ' t( 1Lmaxp X) _MpX:
In the following, we try to compute the homology of this decomposition for p = 5.
For each space, the module structure over the Steenrod algebra A is calculated.
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5.1.1 Additive basis
Let us discuss the homology of DpX rst. In H
22X, the homology HDpX
contains the elements of H
22X of length p:






1y j y is a basic 1-product; k = 0; 1 and s > 0
	
;
and AT1X is the free commutative algebra generated by T1X.
Let V = H(X;Z=p). Consider the Hall basis (see [16],x4) of free Lie algebra
L(V ), we have the following list (with length 6 5):
u < v < [u; v] < [u; u; v] < [v; u; v]
<[u; u; u; v] < [v; u; u; v] < [v; v; u; v]
<[u; u; u; u; v] < [v; u; u; u; v] < [v; v; u; u; v] < [v; v; v; u; v]
<[[u; v]; [u; u; v]] < [[u; v]; [v; u; v]]:
Denote the 1-product [x1;    ; [xm 1; xm]1; ]1 by [x1;    ; xm]1 (we use the right
normed convention for Lie brackets). From the above list, we have the basic 1-
product with length 6 5 as follows:
u < v < [u; v]1 < [u; u; v]1 < [v; u; v]1
<[u; u; u; v]1 < [v; u; u; v]1 < [v; v; u; v]1
<[u; u; u; u; v]1 < [v; u; u; u; v]1 < [v; v; u; u; v]1 < [v; v; v; u; v]1
<[[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1 < [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1:
Here since juj and jvj are odd, [u; u]1; [v; v]1 are trivial. It is also easy to check that
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all the basic 1-products above are of odd degrees.
Now we obtain a basis for HD5X. In the following, we use the symbol  to
denote the product in H
22X.
u  [u; u; u; v]1; u  [v; u; u; v]1; u  [v; v; u; v]1;
v  [u; u; u; v]1; v  [v; u; u; v]1; v  [v; v; u; v]1;
[u; v]1  [u; u; v]1; [u; v]1  [v; u; v]1;
u  v  [u; u; v]1; u  v  [v; u; v]1;
[u; u; u; u; v]1; [v; u; u; u; v]1; [v; v; u; u; v]1; [v; v; v; u; v]1;
[[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1; [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1;
1u; 1v; 1u; 1v:
For this basis, the rst four rows are decomposable elements in H
22X. The last
three rows are indecomposable elements. Consider the isomorphism
HX = H+ttX;
we have an induced canonical basis of HtD5X. For convenience, we use the same
symbol to denote the isomorphic image of the above basis of HD5X. Finally, we
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have a basis for HtD5X:
u  [u; u; u; v]1; u  [v; u; u; v]1; u  [v; v; u; v]1
v  [u; u; u; v]1; v  [v; u; u; v]1; v  [v; v; u; v]1
[u; v]1  [u; u; v]1; [u; v]1  [v; u; v]1
u  v  [u; u; v]1; u  v  [v; u; v]1
[u; u; u; u; v]1; [v; u; u; u; v]1; [v; v; u; u; v]1; [v; v; v; u; v]1
[[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1; [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1
1u; 1v; 1u; 1v:
(5.1)
5.1.2 Module structures over the Steenrod algebra
Let P r : HX ! H 2r(p 1)X be the dual operation of the Steenrod operation P r.
We have a right A-module structure on HtD5X. We try to compute this structure
in this section. For convenience, we still write the Steenrod operations P r on the
left. The proposition below contains the key parts of the computations.
Proposition 5.1. (1) 1v = 1v; 1u = 1u,  acts trivially on commutators of
length 6 p.
(2) P 1 1v =  [v;    ; v; u; v], P 1 1u = P 1 1u = P 1 1v = 0.
(3) P p 1v = 1u; P
p
 1v = 1u, all the other actions of P
pk
 (k > 1) on HtDpX
are trivial.
Proof. (1) From H(X;Z=p), it is clear that u = v = 0. Then the action of 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is clear from the formulas:




[x; y]n = [x; y]n + ( 1)n+jxj[x; y]n:







( 1)r+i r   pi; n+ jxj
2








 x)    adn(P i(2) x)(P i1 x);
where the second sum runs over all p-tuple (i1;    ; ip) such that i1+   +
ip = r, i1 =    = ik1 ,    , ikl 1+1 =    = ikl = ip, i1 = ik1 <    < ikl =
ip, l > 1, and  runs over a complete set of distinct coset representatives









( 1)r+i r   pi; n+ jxj
2




( 1)r+i r   pi  1; n+ jxj
2
(p  1)  pr + piQn+jxj2  r+iP ix:
Here the coecient (i; j) = (i+j)!
i!j!
if i > 0 and j > 0, (i; 0) = 1 = (0; i) if i > 0,
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and (i; j) = 0 if i < 0 and j < 0.
Let r = 1 and consider the above two formulas. For the binomial coecients
to be non-trivial, we need r   pi > 0, so i = 0 is the only choice. Thus
P 1 1x
=   1 + jxj
2








 x)    ad1(P i(2) x)(P i1 x)
=   1 + jxj
2








 x)    ad1(P i(2) x)(P i1 x);
P 1 1x
=   1 + jxj
2
(p  1)  pQ 1+jxj2  1P 0 x Q 1+jxj2  1P 0 x
=   1 + jxj
2
(p  1)  pQ jxj 12 x Q jxj 12 x:














 x)    ad1(P i(2) x)(P i1 x):
Since 2  jxj 1
2
< jxj, we have
Q
jxj 1
2 x = 0; Q
jxj 1
2 x = 0:
With u = v = 0, we know that
P 1 1u = P
1
 1v = 0:
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 x)    ad1(P i(2) x)(P i1 x):
Since i1 +   + ip = 1, we only have one choice
i1 =    = ip 1 = 0; ip = 1:
For P 1 1u, P







 x)    ad1(P i(2) x)(P i1 x) = 0:
For P 1 1v, P
1
 v = u; P
1
 u = 0, we only have the following nontrivial element:
1
p  1[[[v; u]1; v]1;    ; v]1 =  [v;    ; [v; [u; v]1]1]1
=  [v;    ; v; u; v]1:
Finally, we have
P 1 1u = 0; P
1
 1v =  [v;    ; v; u; v]1:
This nishes the proof of part (2).
(3) Apply the general formulas of P r in part (2) again. Let r = p
k(k > 1); n = 1.





















Let x be u or v. Then
P ix = 0(i > 2); x = 0:
i1 +   + ip = pk implies ip > 2, then
P ip x = 0:










  r + i  (jxj   2i(p  1))
=1  2(r   pi)
=
8>><>>:
< 0 if r > pi
1 if r = pi:
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 r+iP ix = Q
n+jxj
2




 r+iP ix = 1P
1




 r+iP ix = 1P
1
 x (r = p; i = 1):
All these imply that:
P p
k
 1x = P
pk
 1x = 0 (k > 1);
P p 1v = 1u; P
p
 1v = 1u; P
p
 1u = P
p
 1u = 0:
With Proposition 5.1, we can consider the right module structure of HtD5X
over the Steenrod algebra A.
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Proposition 5.2. There is a new basis for HtD5X:
u  [u; u; u; v]1; u  [v; u; u; v]1; u  [v; v; u; v]1;
2v  [u; u; u; v]1   u  [v; u; u; v]1; 2v  [v; u; u; v]1 + u  [v; v; u; v]1; v  [v; v; u; v]1;
[u; v]1  [u; u; v]1; [u; v]1  [v; u; v]1;
u  v  [u; u; v]1; u  v  [v; u; v]1;
  [u; u; u; u; v]1; [v; u; u; u; v]1 + [[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1;
2[v; v; u; u; v]1   [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1; [v; v; v; u; v]1;
[[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1; [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1;
1u; 1v; 1u; 1v:
(5.2)
Under this new basis, HtD5X decomposes as
HtD5X = M1 M2 M3 M4 M5:
Each Mi(1 6 i 6 5) is an A-module.
(1) M1 : There is a generator 1v. In the following diagram, all the nontrivial
actions of P 1 ; ; P
p
 (p = 5) are shown. Other nontrivial actions can be induced
from these three:












P 4 =  P 1P 1P 1P 1 ;
P 5  = P
5
 :

















 [v; v; v; u; v]1
P 1

2[v; v; u; u; v]1   [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1
P 1

 [v; u; u; u; v]1 + [[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1
P 1











(2) M2 : There is a generator [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1.
[[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1
P 1 ! [[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1
(3) M3 : There is a generator u  v  [v; u; v]1.
u  v  [v; u; v]1 P
1 ! u  v  [u; u; v]1
(4) M4 : There is a generator [u; v]1  [v; u; v]1.
[u; v]1  [v; u; v]1 P
1 ! [u; v]1  [u; u; v]1
(5) M5 : There are two generators v  [v; v; u; v]1; u  [v; v; u; v]1
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v  [v; v; u; v]1
P 1

2v  [v; u; u; v]1 + u  [v; v; u; v]1
P 1

u  [v; v; u; v]1
P 1

2v  [u; u; u; v]1   u  [v; u; u; v]1
P 1

u  [v; u; u; v]1
P 1

u  [u; u; u; v]1 u  [u; u; u; v]1
Proof. The new basis is obvious, since the leading terms correspond 1-1 to the orig-
inal basis (see 5.1). Now let us consider the submodules Mi (1 6 i 6 5):
(1) M1 :
Fix 1v and apply the Steenrod operations, from Proposition 5.1, we have that
elements 1u; 1v; 1u; [v; v; v; u; v]1 are all contained inM1. For the left three
elements in the diagram of M1, consider the formula






and the Jacobi identity for n-product
( 1)(jxj+n)(jzj+n)[x; [y; z]n]n + ( 1)(jyj+n)(jxj+n)[y; [z; x]n]n
+( 1)(jzj+n)(jyj+n)[z; [x; y]n]n = 0:




 are decided by P
pk
 (k >
5.1 tDpX at p = 5. 95
0); . The formulas can be induced from the Adem relations:





(p  1)(b  i)  1
a  pi

P a+b iP i( if a < pb)














(p  1)(b  j)  1




M2 is similar to M1, we just check Steenrod operations on [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1.
For M3;M4;M5, we need an additional formula:






We only need to check Steenrod actions on each generator. This is easy to
compute.
5.1.3 t( 1Lmaxp X) and MpX
Let V be a k-module and let T (Lmaxp (V )) denote the tensor algebra generated by
Lmaxp (V ). It is a natural coalgebra-split sub-Hopf algebra of tensor algebra T (V ).
Hence we can construct a space  1Lmaxp X, which is a functorial homotopy retract
of 
22X. Let L(V ) be the sub Lie algebra of the free Lie algebra L(V ) generated by
Ln(V ) (1 < n < p). Let V be p-dimensional k-module generated by the fx1;    ; xpg.
Recall the structure of Lmaxp (V ), we have the following proposition.
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Proposition 5.3 ([19], Proposition 11.6). There is an isomorphism of p-modules:
Lmax(p) = L( V ) \ Lie(p):
This implies that
Lmaxp (V ) = [L2(V ); Lp 2(V )] + [L3(V ); Lp 3(V )] +   + [Lp 2(V ); L2(V )]:
Let V = H(X;Z=p). Consider the case p = 5, Lmax5 (V ) has a basis
[[u; v]; [u; u; v]]; [[u; v]; [v; u; v]]:
From the discussions in Chapter 3, we know the above basis is mapped by the
following map
i : H 1Lmaxp X ! H
22X
to
[[u; v]1; [u; u; v]1]1; [[u; v]1; [v; u; v]1]1:
For Ht( 1Lmax5 X), we use the same symbol to denote the corresponded basis
under the canonical isomorphism. All these imply the following proposition.
Proposition 5.4.
Ht( 1Lmax5 X) = M2:
Since
tDpX ' t( 1Lmaxp X) _MpX;
the structure of HMpX is also clear.
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Proposition 5.5. There is a decomposition of right A-modules,
HMpX = M1 M3 M4 M5:
Remark 5.6. As a right A-module, HMpX is splittable, it is natural to ask that
whether MpX is splittable as a topological space. Especially, whether the functorial
homotopy decomposition exists or not.
5.2 Indecomposable submodules of general odd
primes
For a general odd prime p, we have similar discussions. Let QH
22X be the set
of the indecomposable elements of H





1y j y is a basic 1-product; k = 0; 1 and s > 0
	
:
Let Q HDpX = QH
22X \ HDpX. Consider the canonical isomorphism
HDpX ! HtDpX;
denote the image of Q HDpX under the above isomorphism by Q HtDpX. An
additive basis of Q HtDpX can be written as
fy j y is a basic 1-product of length pg [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg:
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Let A denote the Steenrod algebra. By Proposition 5.1, it is not dicult to verify
that Q HtDpX is closed under A-actions. Now, dene
Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X) = H
t( 1Lmaxp X) \Q HtDpX;
Q HMpX = HMpX \Q HtDpX:
Then,
Q HtDpX = Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X)Q HMpX:
Now let us discuss these two A-submodules.
Proposition 5.7. Ht( 1Lmaxp X) is a A-submodule of Q H
tDpX,i.e.,
Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X) = H
t( 1Lmaxp X):
Proof. From the structure of Lmaxp , for a k-module V , we have
Lmaxp (V ) = [L2(V ); Lp 2(V )] + [L3(V ); Lp 3(V )] +   + [Lp 2(V ); L2(V )]:
An additive basis for Lmaxp (V ) contains all elements in the Hall set (see [16], x4.)of
form
[a; b]0; l(a) + l(b) = p; l(a); l(b) > 2:
Hence, we have a corresponding basis for Ht( 1Lmaxp X) (see the discussion on
page 71). We just change all the 0-products above to 1-products. The basis is
f[a; b]1; l(a) + l(b) = p; l(a); l(b) > 2g:
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This basis is a subset of
fy j y is a basic 1-product of length pg :
Finally, the Steenrod actions are closed since Ht( 1Lmaxp X) is the homology of
a topological space t( 1Lmaxp X). This completes the proof.
Proposition 5.8. Q HMpX is of dimension p+ 3.
Proof. Use the additive basis of HtDpX. Delete the basis of Ht( 1Lmaxp X),
we still have
[v;    ; v; u; v]1; [v;    ; v; u; u; v]1;    ; [v; u;    ; u; v]1; [u;    ; u; v]1;
1v; 1v; 1u; 1v:
(5.3)
For the elements in the rst row, the commutator length are p. From left to right,
the ith commutator contains i copies of u. Thus, there are p  1 commutators, and
hence p+ 3 elements in total.
If p = 5, Q HMpX is in fact the submodule M1. Now let us compute the
Steenrod operations over Q HMpX, and try to nd a basis of it.
Remark 5.9. Consider the set (5.3), it may not be a subset of Q HMpX. Hence,
it may not be a basis of Q HMpX.
Proposition 5.10. Let a =  [v;    ; v; u; v]1. Then there is a basis for Q HMpX:
a; (P 1 )
(i)a(1 6 i 6 p  2);
1u; 1v; 1u; 1v:
(5.4)
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where (P 1 )
(i) means iterated composition of i copies of P 1 . All the nontrivial oper-
ations ; P 1 ; P
p




































Other nontrivial actions are P r (2 6 r 6 p  1); P p  = P p .
Proof. Let us check the basis rst. Consider the additive basis of Q HtDpX:
fy j y is a basic 1-product of length pg [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg:
It is easy to see that 1v is of highest degree, and all the other elements have degrees
less than it. Let m = j1vj. Then
(Q HtDpX)m = Z=p:
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The generator is 1v. On the other hand,
Q HtDpX = Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X)Q HMpX;
and 1v =2 Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X) (from Proposition 5.7). Hence, 1v is contained in
Q HMpX.
If 1v is in Q HMpX, apply the Steenrod operations, from Proposition 5.1, all
the following p+ 3 elements are contained in Q HMpX:
a; (P 1 )
(i)a; (1 6 i 6 p  2);
1u; 1v; 1u; 1v:
Since the dimension of Q HMpX is p + 3, we only need to verify the above set
is linearly independent. In fact, we claim that the set
fa; (P 1 )(i)a; (1 6 i 6 p  2)g [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg
[ fa basis of Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X)g
(5.5)
is a basis of Q HtDpX. Compare this with the basis
fy j y is a basic 1-product of length pg [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg:
The dierent parts are
f(P 1 )(i)a; (0 6 i 6 p  2)g;
f[v;    ; v; u; v]1; [v;    ; v; u; u; v]1;    ; [v; u;    ; u; v]1; [u;    ; u; v]1g:
Consider the above sets. First, (P 1 )
(i)a (1 6 i 6 p   2) are nontrivial and not
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(i) = (P 1 )
(i+1);
(P 1 )
(p 2)a =  [u;    ; u; u; v]1 6= 0;
  [u;    ; u; u; v]1 =2 Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X):
Next, consider the degree of (P 1 )
(i)a; (0 6 i 6 p  2), we have
jaj = j   [v;    ; v; u; v]1j;
jP 1 aj = j[v;    ; v; u; u; v]1j;
...
j(P 1 )(p 2)aj = j[u;    ; u; v]1j:
Denote the degrees above by a sequence of positive integers.
m0 > m1 >    > mp 2:
Consider the homomorphism




since the quotient of each element in the set
f[v;    ; v; u; v]1; [v;    ; v; u; u; v]1;    ; [v; u;    ; u; v]1; [u;    ; u; v]1g
is nontrivial, it is easy to nd that
(Q HtDpX)mi = Z=p:
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Consequently, we can choose arbitrary p 1 non-zero elements from (Q HtDpX)mi
(0 6 i 6 p  2), one for each mi, to replace
[v;    ; v; u; v]1; [v;    ; v; u; u; v]1;    ; [v; u;    ; u; v]1; [u;    ; u; v]1:
Such a process can form a new basis of Q HtDpX from the original basis:
fy j y is a basic 1-product of length pg [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg:
On the other hand, under the homomorphism




the image of each element in
f(P 1 )(i)a; (0 6 i 6 p  2)g
is also nontrivial since (P 1 )
(i)a; (0 6 i 6 p 2) is not contained inQ Ht(( 1)Lmaxp X).
It is easy to see that we can use the set
f(P 1 )(i)a; (0 6 i 6 p  2)g
to replace
f[v;    ; v; u; v]1; [v;    ; v; u; u; v]1;    ; [v; u;    ; u; v]1; [u;    ; u; v]1g:
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This forms a new basis of Q HtDpX, which is exactly
fa; (P 1 )(i)a; (1 6 i 6 p  2)g [ f1u; 1v; 1u; 1vg
[ fa basis of Q Ht( 1Lmaxp X)g:
This nishes the proof of the basis part. Second, the diagram and all the non-
trivial Steenrod actions can easily be induced from Proposition 5.1.
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